English






Science

Mathematics
Children will be reading and writing humorous
stories about getting angry, with a focus on
resolving conflict.
Imaginations can run wild during our exploration
of Fantasy Fiction.
Investigation of Traditional Tale Newspaper
Reports, exploring different character point of
views.
Understanding the important features of a
Recount, with a focus on conjunctions and
prepositional phrases.
Exploring poems on a theme, with the emphasis
on direct speech and powerful imagery.

Class Reader: Aesop’s Fables







Number and Place Value moving beyond 3
digit numbers.
Addition and Subtraction; Multiplication and
Division, including money amounts and
remainders.
Fractions, including equivalent fractions and
linking with division.
Measurement, including time intervals, reading
roman numerals,
Geometry: Position & Direction; properties of
3D shapes, polygons and triangles. Statistics,
including bar charts and pictograms.

Problem Solving Strategies: Draw a picture, Working
Backwards.

Swifts
PSHE
Our PSHE learning will focus on the following themes:
SEAL: Good to be me
SEAL: Going for Goals
Money matters
Who likes chocolate?
R.E
Children will be developing their understanding of sharing food
as part of religious worship and also identifying Easter
traditions and symbols.

Music
Children will be exploring, composing and performing a
range of songs and compositions from throughout history.

P.E
Children will continue with Rising Stars (Games) on a
Monday and will be swimming during the first half term on a
Wednesday. We will them move on to outdoor and
adventurous activities.

Spring Term 2018

Animals, including Humans
We will be exploring the different components and
functions of a body, including the skeleton, muscles,
teeth and the digestive system and the importance of
nutrition.
Magnets
Children will observe how magnets attract and repel
themselves and also investigate magnetic materials
and forces.

Computing
Children will investigate the different ways we can
bring images to life using various programs and
how images are represented digitally.

Art and Design

The Roman Empire

We will look at the art created during the Roman
Era, including mosaics and busts. Children will then
explore their own features to create a clay bust of
themselves.

History
We will be developing chorological knowledge by
questioning, then learning about the conquering
and development of the Roman Empire. Children
will investigate the power of the Army and the
impact across Britain.

Design and Technology

Geography

Languages

We will be investigating the countries occupied by
the Roman invasions, as well as the physical
geographical changes they made in Britain, such
as our towns, buildings and roads.

Children will continuing to practice their speaking
and listening skills, including the vocabulary of the
months of the year and important celebrations.

Children will be exploring food available during the
Roman times and designing packaging for storage.

